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Arita ware
trapezoid dripper

 
           We have two kinds of Arita ware trapezoid dripper; for 1~2 cups with one

hole and for 3~5 cups with two holes. By opening different number of holes

depends on the dripper size, your brewing can be stable even with a slight

change of water volume to be poured.

And more, the projection around the bottom hole allows coffee liquid flow

smoothly by reducing surface tension.

The
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Comparison Table
of Dripper

Flower Dripper

Cup1 (for 1 cup)

Cup4 (for 2-4cups)

Cone-shape with

60°bottom angle

Arita ware / AS resin

CAFEC cone-shaped

paper filter

Arita ware / AS resin

CAFEC Deep 45

special filter paper

Arita ware

CAFEC trapezoid

filter paper

For 3-7 cups

Cone-shape with

45°bottom angle

101 (for 1-2 cups)

102 (fro 3-5 cups)

Trapezoid

Deep Dripper Trapezoid
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Arita ware dripper (white)

Arita ware dripper (brown)

Arita ware dripper (orange)

[G-101W]

101 (for 1-2 cups),

24pcs/ctn

[G-101BR]

101 (for 1-2 cups),

24pcs/ctn

[G-101OR]

101 (for 1-2 cups),

24pcs/ctn

[G-102BR]

102 (for 3-5 cups),

24pcs/ctn

[G-102OR]

102 (for 3-5 cups),

24pcs/ctn

[G-102W]

102 (for 3-5 cups),

24pcs/ctn
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ABACA Trapezoid Filter Paper
 

Advantage of ABACA JHDC Authorized
Product

             It is made of the non-wood material ABACA (Manila hemp) and wood-pulp based on a

forestation project. The ABACA filter paper can be said an eco-friendly filter paper. It has good air and

liquid permeability, toughness, and elasticity. Of course, it is made in Japan.

The ABACA fiber is four times as strong as that of

normal wood pulp though it is half thin of the wood

fiber. Thanks to the advantages, many professionals

also appreciate the high quality of our “ABACA filter

paper”.

It is the filter paper authorized by JHDC（ Japan

Hand-Drip Championship） , and is rated high as a

paper which can brew out “high-qualitied coffee with

good acidity”.
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[AB102-100W]

102 (for 3-5cups)

100pcs/pack, 80packs/ctn

https://cafecusa.com/products/cafec-102-abaca-trapezoid-paper-filter-for-3-5-cups-100pcs-pack-disposable-pour-over-drip-coffee-paper-filter-made-of-eco-friendly-refined-virgin-pulp-for-better-tasting-brewing-pour-over-dripper-white


CONTACT
HQ: 120 E 8th Street, Suite 206, 

Los Angeles, CA 90014

USA

Phone Number: 818 927 5850

www.cafecusa.com

FIND US HERE:

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING

CAFEC!

cafec@activewisdoms.com
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